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COMMENTS TO AUTHORS 

Authors made a “statistical” and “medical” summary about literature on cardiovascular 

effects of celiac disease (CD). They reached a lot of “medical” data/finding/conclution 

from this summary. Therefore I would like to sugest the manuscript divided into 2 part 

and statistical data to be published in a journal specific to statistic . Comments: * Table 1 

and 2 should ve be omitted. the information should be summ?rized at method section as 

text. * The catagoric variables must be given as median/mode and range, defini,tly not 

as mean  i.e there is no 2013.6 or 2012.3 years!!! * Figures are absent!! * The sections 

titled as “myocarditis” and “cardiomyopaty”; “infarction” and “Isch?mic Heart Disease”, 

as well as  “Electromechanical Functioning ” and “rythmm disturbances” should be 

combined. * This sentence should be reviewed for the mean?ng “Screening for CD in 

children with congenital heart defect is recommended, since serum TTG IgA levels are 

significantly higher in CD versus control children [159].” TTG IgA must be 

higher/positive in CD cases than controls! *  does “PoTS” means “postural tachycardia 

syndrome”? 
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